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3.2. Editor icons. Development and application icons 
Icon is a graphic resources and is designed for visual processing image files and folders 
in Windows. 
Icons stored in a file with the extension * .ico, which is uncompressed bitmap pixel by 
pixel, like file * .bmp. 
The most simple icons have standard size 32 × 32 pixels and contain 256-color image. 
Modern graphics modes running in the application and improved icons. 
For images can be used icons dear graphics editor. MSDev has built-in image editor that 
is used to work with graphic resources. 
Figure 3.6 shows the environment MSDev open editor icons. The program has a 
standard window interface. Icons pixel by pixel image can be edited from the palette 
usual set of graphical tools. 
In MSDev may create icons for the following: menu «File» - «New» - «Icon file». 
Loading MSDev photo editor in edit mode icons. 
The icon should be stored in a file with the extension «ico» (eg, example.ico). Icon for 
editing can also be transferred from other program icons in the editor using the 
clipboard. If the program file structure provided that it contains icons for visualization 
of the operating system, it is possible to associate the image of the icon of the file from 
the shortcut. Association of Icons of the shortcut file is executed by means of the 
following operating systems: create a shortcut - right click «Property» («Properties») - 
«Change icon» («Change Icon") - specify the icon. 
Image icon may insert a file that is executed as a resource. Then it will accompany the 
image file in the OS automatically. 
Introduction icon of the file is executed, possibly by means MSDev (FPS 4). To do this, 
perform the following procedure: menu «Insert» - «Resource» - «Icon» - create an icon 
or transfer via the clipboard - save when you close the file describing how resources 
(*.res). Next, enter the file resource description of the project: the menu «Insert» - «File 
into project» - indicate the saved script file (* .res). Then you should have a file that is 
executed in the usual way. This file will contain the appropriate resource. 
 


